Regulation of the septal pacemaker theta rhythm by the cervical nuclei of the midbrain.
Neuronal activity in the medial septal region (the medial nucleus and the diagonal band nucleus, MN-DBN) was recorded along with hippocampal EEG traces in conscious rabbits with stimulatory electrodes implanted in the median cervical nucleus (MCN) and the reticular formation (RF) of the midbrain and pons. In all animals with electrodes in the MCN, the background theta activity frequency was low (4.6 +/- 0.15 Hz) as compared with intact rabbits or those with electrodes implanted only in the RF (5.2 +/- 0.19 Hz, p < 0.5). Stimulation of the MCN with weak low-frequency impulses reduced theta volleys from MN-DBN cells, reducing their frequency and regularity and inducing the appearance or strengthening of low-frequency delta modulation. The number of spikes in a volley decreased, and the duration of inter-volley intervals increased. Stimulation of the MCN led to a gradual decrease in the frequency and amplitude of theta waves, induced irregular delta waves and spindles of 12 Hz in the hippocampal EEG. Stimulation of the RF produced the opposite changes in volley activity in the MN-DBN and hippocampal EEG, with increases in theta and decreases in delta components. These results support a role for the midbrain cervical nuclei as structures limiting the generation of theta activity by the reticular-septal system, but do not support the existence of an MN-DBN-independent high-frequency serotoninergic theta rhythm. It is proposed that the effect of the MCN may be important for suppression and switching of attention.